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Abstract
This longitudinal case study from a Complex Dynamic Systems Theory (CDST) perspective touches upon an under-researched issue: L1 development over the lifespan. Levinson (1978) predicts three stages in adulthood: early, mid and late, with a decline in late adulthood. We examine Diane Larsen-Freeman’s publications over a period of 50 years (from age 27 to 77) and trace seven complexity measures—three lexical (density, sophistication and diversity) and four syntactic (mean length of sentence, finite verb ratio, dependent clause per T-unit and complex nominals per clause)—to investigate whether early, middle, and late stages in adulthood occur as predicted. After employing common CDST methods to find out if there are significant peaks or interactions among the variables over time, we used a Hidden Markov time-series analysis to locate moments of self-organization, suggesting a new stage of development. The HMM shows a clear phase shift between middle and late adulthood when the writer was 63. Her vocabulary became more diversified, but her sentences were shorter, but not less complex. Therefore, we argue that this shift should not be seen as a decline in complexity but a shift in style as more precise words may lessen the need for more words.
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Introduction
In 2006, Diane Larsen-Freeman (DLF) argued that second language development research should not adhere to a “developmental ladder” metaphor (Fischer et al., 2003) but should be guided by CDST in seeing development as a dynamic process with ‘make-do’ solutions in which development is not discrete and stage-like but more like the waxing and waning of patterns. In her paper, she discussed in detail five case studies of Chinese learners of English and traced their linguistic development over six months. She showed that complexity, fluency, and accuracy did not unfold according to some prearranged plan, but as individually owned systems adapting to a changing context through use. In this paper, we will use a very similar
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case study design, not on L2 development, but on L1 development throughout the lifespan. In our case, it is a case study on DLF.

In the biological-maturational field it has been often assumed that development no longer occurs when maturity comes (Birren, 1964). Children’s language has been assumed to develop and progress until adulthood and the language of older adults to decline from middle adulthood (Cheshire, 2005). These assumptions are closely connected with the “critical period” proposed by Lenneberg (1967) and are somewhat in line with Labov (2001), who suggested a linear model of incrementation predicting that language becomes stable at the age of 17, the starting point of the threshold period.

Recently, a great number of publications have rejected such a static view on language. It is universally accepted that language should be regarded as a complex, dynamic system (van Geert, 1991, 1994, 2008; Larsen-Freeman, 1997; de Bot et al., 2005, 2007; Ellis & Larsen-Freeman, 2009), which is “a set of variables that mutually affect each other’s changes over time” (van Geert, 1994, p. 50). A linguistic system is subject to constant change and the state it is set in (attractor state) is temporary and that order appears through fluctuations (Prigogine, 1978). Change can be caused by either external interactions or internal reorganization of sub-systems. That is to say, a linguistic system self-organizes through interactions. As they proceed, developmental phase shifts occur, triggered by the interactional patterns of different linguistic sub-systems, such as phonology, morphology, and syntax. Phase shifts thus refer to “the coming-into-existence of new forms or properties through ongoing processes intrinsic to the system itself” (Lewis, 2000, p. 38). And the “coming-into-existence” is known as emergence, the key concept invoked as “a general principle for explaining developmental change” (Lewis, 2000, p. 38) throughout the system with no terminal point.

Within a CDST paradigm, L1 intra-individual variability among 1 to 8-year-old children was investigated by van Geert (1991, 1994), van Geert and van Dijk (2002). This age bracket was labeled as the “childhood” stage by Levinson (1978). However, not many CDST studies have investigated the development of language during early adulthood (17-45), middle adulthood (45-65) and late adulthood (65 onwards) (Levinson, 1978). In his review of language development research across the lifespan, de Bot (2007) mentions that “there are hardly any investigations on language development in the age range from 18 till 55” (p. 55), probably because of the erroneous assumption that the fully acquired linguistic system of an adult individual stabilizes (de Bot, 2007). To fill this research gap, we will trace L1 development over three different phases of adulthood, from early to late adulthood.  

Based on CDST principles, we have conducted a 50-year longitudinal case study of Diane Larsen-Freeman (DLF) by investigating 60 carefully selected 200-word excerpts from her peer-reviewed publications. We began by coding them for several common lexical and syntactic variables. These variables were then traced over time in detail to see if there were meaningful developmental jumps or interactions between the variables, over time and per adulthood stage (early, middle, and late). In addition, to identify possible phases operationalized as moments of re-organization of the linguistic system, a Hidden Markov time-series analysis was used to
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detect the hidden variables out of the dataset of observable variables and locate moments of self-organization where the interactions among sub-systems changes, triggering a new state of development. Thus the aim was to test whether an adult's language shows different phases across adulthood, and to determine whether there was any decline. We did so first by means of traditional CDST analyses and then by means of the Hidden Markov Model (HMM).

**Background Literature**

Changes across the lifespan have been of great interest to developmental psychologists. According to Levinson (1978), one is supposed to go through six stages of development accompanied with maturational and psychological changes. These include: (1) Stage 1: Early childhood with the age from 0 to 3; (2) Stage 2: Late childhood from age 3 to age 12; (3) Stage 3: Adolescence between age 12 and 17; (4) Stage 4: Early adulthood (age 17-45); (5) Stage 5: Middle adulthood lasting 20 years from age 45 to 65; (6) Stage 6: Late adulthood (age 65 onwards).

These six stages generally cover such dimensions of life as physical health, cognition and social development. As Nevid and Rathus (2005) reported, a typical individual in young adulthood has the best physical condition in terms of strength, health, sharp senses and stamina and the best condition in terms of memory and thinking (cognitive) abilities. In middle adulthood, physical development is marked with a loss of strength, vision and flexibility and some signs of memory loss and reduced ability to perform speed-requiring tasks, and a so-called “mid-life crisis” may enhance either positive or negative health changes. Finally, in late adulthood (65 years old or older), there is a deterioration in terms of physical health, memory and mobility, verbal skills and knowledge, and a readjustment to biological changes and social life (e.g. retirement).

In the field of sociolinguistics, Labov (2007) also assumes that language change or incrementation (“change from below”) is staged as a function of age, from early acquisition to language stabilization. While the starting age at which language changes is supported empirically, it is not yet clear when such stabilization begins to occur (Tagliamonte & D’Arcy, 2009).

Labov (2001) developed a so-called linear incrementation model (see Figure 1), illustrating that the acquisition period takes place from age 0 to age 3, then language grows continuously and steadily from age 4 to 17 when it comes to the threshold period. Labov (2001)’s model suggests that language becomes stable at the outset of adulthood (based on the data of a woman whose language development was traced until the age of 45). However, his earlier work in 1994 states that individuals’ language may still be subject to change during their lifetime, but this may not be so for the whole community.
Challenging Labov’s lifespan model, Baltes et al. (1980) characterized lifespan development as a non-linear, multi-dimensional and multi-directional process. Indeed, there is evidence that major life events in both adults and children may play an important role in language development (Cheshire, 2005). According to Hankin and Abramson (2001), substantial negative life events causing stress and depression may affect a person's attitude and social relations (as cited in de Bot & Schrauf, 2009). Likewise, other major life events in education, work, emigration, marriage, divorce, retirement, etc. may affect language development (de Bot, 2007; Lowie et al., 2009), which is in line with Baltes et al. (1980), who argue that development is not only a matter of ontogeny but is also influenced by historical factors. De Bot (2007) suggests that such a complex lifespan perspective provides a framework that may be useful for the study of language development.

In terms of language changes across the lifespan, there is some empirical evidence of decline in late adulthood. In their meta study, Kemper et al. (2001) found that there is a growth in vocabulary throughout middle adulthood and a decline in late adulthood (cf. Botwinick & Siegler, 1980; Zelinski & Burnight, 1997). According to Bowles et al. (2005), basic vocabulary becomes optimal around the age of 30 and declines in late adulthood whereas there is no dependence of advanced vocabulary on age when one is between 35 and 70 years old. According to Kavé (2022), ageing “may lead to an accumulation of vocabulary because people are continuously exposed to language through education, incremental reading or life experience” (p. 2). Meylan and Gahl (2014) examined the interaction between age, intra-speaker lexical diversity and inter-speaker lexical overlap using a corpus of conversations (Switchboard I). Based on Ramscar et al. (2014), they hypothesized that language production changes as a consequence of lifelong learning and found that “a speaker’s lexical diversity is conditioned on the properties of his or her interlocutor, but age and higher levels of education predict increased lexical diversity for individual speakers” (p. 1010).

Nippold et al. (2005) explored the development of syntax by observing mean length of T-unit and relative clause production and concluded that the growth in syntax is found throughout childhood and adolescence and continues in early adulthood. Not until the middle age does
syntax become stable. Their findings imply that complexity in thinking drives the development of linguistic complexity and that “individual variability can exist at all points along the age continuum” despite the developmental trend of syntax growth (p. 1).

Longitudinal CDST studies have taken place in the field of second language development and have aimed at investigating the trajectory of separate measures (cf. Larsen-Freeman, 2006; Verspoor et al., 2008, 2012; Penris & Verspoor, 2017). These data analyses have revealed individual differences, the role of variability in progress, and trade-off effects among measures. In our study, we will trace the measures in a similar manner to begin with and focus on the relations that these measures reveal, such as precursor, competitive, or supportive ones (Caspi & Lowie, 2013; Chan et al., 2015) by means of correlation analyses.

Another set of complex dynamic systems studies have looked at transition phases, which is quite relevant to our own study, testing the age-hypothesis. For example, Bassano and van Geert (2007) examined phase shifts of grammatical development in early language. Baba and Nitta (2014) investigated phase transitions in the development of writing fluency of two students of English based on the four phase transition criteria including sudden jumps, anomalous variance, divergence, and qualitative change. These are four out of the eight criteria proposed by catastrophe theory, which Zeeman (1976) claimed to be possibly applicable to sciences such as biology and social sciences where discontinuous and divergent situations are prevalent.

As the number of variables and observed measures increases, it becomes more difficult to observe any changes in these interactions and model them (cf. Lowie et al., 2011). The current study will therefore follow Chan et al. (2015) in using an unsupervised HMM, which detects discontinuity patterns based on the input of data. First of all, a string of data (or a value) is fed into the model for an analysis of change patterns. Then an optimal sequence of changes will be detected, and the data point or the indicator of phase boundaries where there is a shift in the complex system is identified.

Assuming that adult L1 may not be as stable as commonly thought, the current study centers on the language development over 50 years of DLF, an expert writer, whose native language is English. The focus is on changes in lexical and syntactic complexity. The overall research question is: Can stages be identified in adulthood and if so, is there a decline? To answer the overall question, we will focus on the following specific research questions.

**RQ1:** Are there changes in lexical and syntactic complexity measures over time?

**RQ2:** Are there significant peaks in lexical and syntactic complexity measures over time?

**RQ3:** Are there significant changes in lexical and syntactic complexity measures between the assumed three stages of adulthood (early, mid and late)?

**RQ4:** Are there any significant correlations between lexical and syntactic complexity measures over time?

**RQ5:** What states are identified by HMM modeling?

**RQ6:** Are there differences in the measures between HMM’s states?

**Method**

Assessing the linguistic development of the written language of an individual involves three general aspects, i.e., accuracy, complexity and fluency (Larsen-Freeman, 2006). Since the subject of this study is a highly prestigious L1 scholar, her language accuracy and fluency are
assumed to be at ceiling level and will be ignored. This study will focus on the third aspect: complexity. It will involve two sub-systems: the lexicon and syntax.

Participant
The subject (DLF) is an American researcher in applied linguistics. The current study traces the linguistic complexity in texts written from 1974 right before she finished her PhD (when she was 28 years old) up to 2022 (when she was 76 years old).

Materials
The materials include 32 articles and 28 book chapters (all peer reviewed) (See Appendix A) on several main themes: SLA and DST research, grammar, language and teacher education. The texts, all single authored, were all written for academic purposes over the course of almost 50 years. To control for the potential differences in book chapters and journal articles, the measures were compared. An independent sample T-test conducted on the lexical and syntactic complexity measures showed no significant differences between them. (See Appendix B.)

From each publication, a 200-word sample was selected randomly from either the introduction or the background. To make sure the analyses reflected the language used by the subject herself, direct quotations were removed, and proper names and numbers were replaced with NAME and NUMB, respectively.

In the data set, the samples were chronologically sequenced according to publication year. If more than one writing from one certain year was qualified for selection, they were arranged as suggested in the Curriculum Vitae provided by the subject herself. However, it should be noted that many of these writings may have been produced at different and overlapping times because of time differences in publication times, so the dates can only be considered approximations of when they were written.

Measures
Complexity at the lexical level is conceptualized as a cluster of three different dimensions, namely lexical density, lexical sophistication and lexical diversity (Read, 2000).

Lexical density is the ratio of the number of lexical or content words over the total number of words in a text (Ure, 1971). High lexical density means greater complexity since the text contains more information-carrying words (Lankshear & Knobel, 2004).

The second dimension is lexical sophistication, the percentage of sophisticated words used in a text. Average word length (AWL) was chosen for this study because this index can reflect sophistication in both terms of length and frequency as Grant and Ginther (2000) showed that proficient English writers tend to use longer words. Moreover, academic or less frequent words are generally longer than frequently used words (Verspoor et al., 2011). Since function words (e.g. prepositions) are commonly found with high frequency in writings, especially in nominalizations, we felt that the inclusion of functions words might even out average word length. Therefore, in this study, AWL concerns only content words.

Measures of lexical diversity, an indicator of vocabulary range, are numerous. However, since all texts were approximately the same length and all function words were excluded in the counts of word types and tokens, a simple Guiraud was used for this study. The advantage of
a rooted rather than a raw Type-Token Ratio is that it tends to flatten the curve somewhat so that more subtle differences can be observed in the diversity of lexical item used.

\[
\text{GI} = \frac{\text{types}}{\sqrt{\text{tokens}}}
\]

Complexity at the syntactic level was measured by four different but overlapping dimensions. The measure of mean length of sentence (MLS) is a broad measure proven to be a good indicator of increasing complexity by previous studies (Cheung & Kemper, 1992 for L1 assessment of old-aged people, Wolfe-Quitero et al., 1998 for L2). MLS indicates the average number of words per sentence/utterance; however, it does not reflect sentence internal complexifications with nominalizations and non-finite constructions. According to Verspoor et al. (2008), the finite verb token ratio (FVR) is considered a useful measure for syntactic sophistication at a more advanced level, and it correlated significantly with almost all other complexity measures in the Penris and Verspoor study (2017). The FVR is calculated by dividing the number of word tokens by the number of finite verbs in each text. A high FVR indicates more language complexity. The FVR is a general length measure that includes all types of non-finite constructions including those functioning as adverbials but does not indicate the relative frequency of nominalizations, which may contain non-finite verb constructions; thus, we also calculated the number of complex nominals per clause (CN_C). Lu (2011) describes complex nominals per clause as “syntactic constructions such as nominal clauses, infinitives or gerunds in the subject position, nouns modified by adjectives, adjective clauses, appositives, prepositional phrases and/or possessives” (as cited in Kyle, 2016, p.13). Finally, the index of dependent clauses per T-unit (DC_T), which is well described and developed as one of the 14 indices of syntactic complexity (Lu, 2010) was chosen. According to Biber and Gray (2010), such finite dependent clauses actually occur less in advanced academic writing than in speech, and are not per definition a sign of more complex language, and in the Penris and Verspoor study (2017), they decreased over time.

**Procedures**

Lexical density index was computed on Lextutor, (www.lextutor.ca). Word Frequency Counter software (Writewords website) was used to obtain the list of vocabulary items together with their frequency. Then, the list was fed into Excel where functional words were found and removed. The Guiraud and AWL were computed with the remaining content words in the list. Syntactic complexity variables, i.e. MLS, DC_T, CN_C, were measured through the Tool for the Automatic Analysis of Syntactic Complexity (TAASC) (Kyle, 2016). The FVR was done manually.

**Design and Analyses**

We adopted a longitudinal design. To test differences between the three assumed stages of adulthood, the dataset was divided into three general sets, reflecting stages of life depending on the age factor: early adulthood (16 texts; from age 28 to age 44), middle adulthood (24 texts; from age 45 to age 64) and late adulthood (20 texts; from age 65 to 76) (Levinson, 1978; Labov,
However, our dataset is not complete as we miss about 10 years of texts from the early adulthood stage, which is supposed to span from age 17 to 45. Because of this missing data, we assumed that the dataset might not show a clear difference between early and middle adulthood and only two stages (middle and late adulthood) might be observable.

We employed the visual inspection and analyses for longitudinal data which were originally developed by van Geert and van Dijk (2002) to visualize the dynamic developmental trajectories of language of children at early ages. In addition, we also used the adapted techniques and methods to trace L2 development as guided in Verspoor et al. (2011).

To sketch the general developmental pattern of the developmental variables, line graphs and trendlines (linear) are used. When developmental jumps are seen in a single variable, the “peak” is tested for significance. Significant peaks are considered as markers for transitions between developmental stages. Poptools (Hood, 2004), an add-in tool of Excel was employed to run a Monte Carlo simulation, which is set to run 5000 iterations to calculate how many times peak values of the simulated sets are higher than those of the observed set. P-value is then obtained by dividing this number with the number of iterations.

The data is normalized (Verspoor et al., 2011) and graphed with moving average trendlines for comparison between various measurement units. These kinds of visualizations provide well-grounded assumptions for detecting the change points throughout the dataset as determined by subsequent modelling (van Dijk et al., 2011).

To test whether time series data significantly increases or decreases over time, the Mann-Kendall Test for Trend of XLSTAT (an add-in tool for Excel) is used. In the Mann-Kendall statistical test for trend, the null hypothesis is made that there is no trend over time for the dataset, which means the data are independent and randomly ordered and the three alternative hypotheses are that the trends are upward, downward or no-null (i.e. the data is time-ordered). The Mann-Kendall test differs from other types of statistical tests in that the magnitude of change is not assessed.

In order to discover the relationship between variables, we turn to SPSS 26’s Pearson correlation tests. Independent sample t-tests and one-way MANOVAs are run to test the differences in the measures’ mean scores of different stages of adulthood.

Finally, to detect the moments at which the linguistic complexity system self-organizes under the interactions of subsystems’ growers, the dataset is modeled with an unsupervised Hidden Markov Model (HMM). HMMs, often used in speech recognition, are statistical models that capture hidden information from observable sequential symbols. In a HMM, the system to be modelled is assumed to have Markov properties, i.e. a transition from one state to another and observational parameters (in this study, these are our measures of lexical and syntactic complexity). The aim is to determine the hidden parameters from the observable ones. (Stamp, 2017)

In the current study, we used normalized data for modelling in order to facilitate the comparison between measures of different measurement units. The coding process was conducted on Python with the step-by-step guidance from the HMM tutorial (see at website of Hmmlearn developers). Based on the literature, we hypothesized that there would be two or three developmental states based on age-based stages of adulthood. The HMM was to figure out the transitional matrix based on the assumed number of states (2 or 3), the observational parameters and the initial matrix (we assumed the developmental state always started from
State 1). The output of the modeling includes: (a) the change point at which the phase shift took place; (b) mean score of each variable for each state; and (c) standard deviation for each measure at each state. (Stamp, 2018)

**Results**
In the following sections, first all measures are described to determine change over time in terms of developmental jumps and interactions among variables. The last section will discuss the HMM analysis.

*Lexical Measures*
With respect to lexical development, Figure 2 shows that the Guiraud increases, AWL goes slightly down, and lexical density remains stable throughout the dataset. As only Guiraud indicates an increase, this data is tested with a Monte Carlo analysis for a significant peak. The results reveal that Guiraud does not have any significant peaks over time (p= 0.9184) despite its steady increase.

**Figure 2**
*Guiraud, Lexical Density and AWL with Linear Trendlines*

Table 1 presents the results of Mann-Kendall trend tests for the three measures of lexical complexity. It is clear that the Guiraud increases over time significantly (Kendall's tau=0.359, p<0.0001), whereas the other two measures obtain no significant trends.
Table 1
Results of Mann-Kendall Trend Tests

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Kendall's tau</th>
<th>Guiraud</th>
<th>AWL</th>
<th>Lexical density</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>S</td>
<td>0.359</td>
<td>-0.145</td>
<td>0.016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Var(S)</td>
<td>24582.333</td>
<td>24583.333</td>
<td>24333.333</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>p-value (Two-tailed)</td>
<td>&lt;0.0001</td>
<td>0.104</td>
<td>0.863</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>alpha</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>0.05</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 3 shows the interactions with moving averages (5 data points) among the three measures of lexical complexity over time. If we look at where the constellation of the lines changes, the data shows roughly three stages. The moving average of lexical density declines from Text 1 to Text 18 (Stage 1) and becomes stable from Text 18 to Text 42 (Stage 2). After that, it starts to decline again before recovering at Text 51. The moving average of Guiraud increases from Text 1 to Text 18 (Stage 1), remains relatively stable from Text 18 to Text 42 (Stage 2), and increases again from Text 43 till the end of the dataset (Stage 3). The moving trendline AWL does not fluctuate much until Text 42 (end of Stage 2); then it suddenly decreases and reaches a new equilibrium.

Figure 3
AWL, Guiraud and Lexical Density with Moving Average of 5 Datapoints

Table 2 shows the results of Pearson correlation test to discover the relationship between the lexical complexity variables. The test reveals no significant relationship among these three measures across the period of 50 years (Pearson r < 2.0 and p >0.05).
Table 2

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Guiraud</th>
<th>AWL</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>correlations of Guiraud, AWL and Lexical Density</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AWL</td>
<td>Pearson Correlation .063</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Sig. (2-tailed) .633</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lexical density</td>
<td>Pearson Correlation .015</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Sig. (2-tailed) .911</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In order to test the differences of the three measures of lexical complexity based on three different stages of life (with age being a factor for life stage divisions), the data were fed into SPSS 26 and one-way MANOVA was run. The statistical result reveals that there are significant differences between three measures of lexical complexity at three different stages of adulthood (Wilks’ λ = 0.542, p=0). The measure that contributes to the mean differences is Guiraud (F = 15.084, p=0). Table 3 shows the mean scores of the three variables and it is evident that Guiraud shows striking differences between the three stages. Post-hoc tests confirm that the subject used significantly more different types of words in her late adulthood than in her early and middle adulthood with the Guiraud mean differences of 0.1295 and 0.6283 respectively, sig. value =0 and 0.004 <0.05 (p-value).

Table 3

Mean scores of Guiraud, AWL and Lexical Density of Three Stages of Life

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Mean score</th>
<th>Early adulthood (Text 1-16)</th>
<th>Middle adulthood (Text 17-40)</th>
<th>Late adulthood (Text 41-60)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Guiraud</td>
<td>7.546</td>
<td>8.047</td>
<td>8.676</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AWL</td>
<td>7.799</td>
<td>7.792</td>
<td>7.523</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lexical density</td>
<td>0.542</td>
<td>0.552</td>
<td>0.547</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Syntactic Measures

Figure 4 shows that MLS reveals two outstanding peaks at Text 6 and Text 34. However, it has a downward trendline. Finite verb token ratio (FVR) has two peaks at Text 13 and 37, but also seems to decrease over time. Monte Carlos simulations were run to test the peaks. They were not significant.

Figure 4

Mean Length of Sentences and Finite Verb Token Ration with Linear Trendlines
Figure 5 shows that dependent clauses per T-unit (DC_T) remain rather stable, and complex nominals per clause seem to decrease very lightly. Three peaks can be clearly seen in the DC_T and CN_C but the heights of the subsequent peaks seem to be lower than those of the previous peaks. Monte Carlos simulations showed no significant peaks.

**Figure 5**

*Dependent Clauses per T-unit and Complex Nominals per Clause with Linear Trendlines*

Table 6 presents the results of Mann-Kendall trend tests for syntactic complexity measures. All of the measures have negative trends but none of the trends are quantitatively significant.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>MLS</th>
<th>FVR</th>
<th>DC_T</th>
<th>CN_C</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Kendall's tau</td>
<td>-0.104</td>
<td>-0.114</td>
<td>-0.077</td>
<td>-0.145</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S</td>
<td>-183</td>
<td>-202</td>
<td>-135</td>
<td>-256</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Var(S)</td>
<td>24574.333</td>
<td>24578.667</td>
<td>24493.0</td>
<td>24564.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>p-value (Two-tailed)</td>
<td>0.246</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>0.392</td>
<td>0.104</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>alpha</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>0.05</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 6 shows the moving average trend lines for all four syntactic measures. Even though all four reveal downward trends, there seem to be four stages for syntactic complexity. From Text 1 to Text 10, MLS shows a steady growth followed by a decline and a dip until Text 15. It then picks up slightly and starts to stabilize from Text 17 onwards. Similarly, DC_T goes down at first (Text 1 to Text 15), but then moves up more strongly than MLS. FVR shows an increasing pattern until Text 17 and then stabilizes. CN_C (Complex nominals per clause) starts off relatively higher and seems to have a reversed pattern from Text 1 to Text 16. However, it makes a dip at Text 17 and then stabilizes. The four measures are relatively stable between Text 17 until Text 31 when three measures decrease substantially but remain somewhat more stable. Around Texts 35-37, new peaks occur and seem to signal a new stage of development. The whole dataset is rather stable again from Text 41-59.
Table 7 shows the results of a Pearson correlation test to test the significance of the interactions with the dimension of syntactic complexity. MLS has a moderate, supportive relationship with DC_T, which means that the number of dependent clauses contributes to average sentence length (Pearson r = 0.569, p=0). Similarly, FVR and CN_C are positively related to MLS. (Pearson r = 0.398 and 0.281, p=0.002 and 0.029 respectively). Together, it can be inferred that the changes in MLS are dependent on the changes in DC_T, FVR and CN_C. A significant competitive relationship is statistically observed for DC_T and CN_C (Pearson r = -0.393, p=0.002), which entails that when the subject uses more finite dependent clauses, she tends to use fewer elaborated noun phrases. Another finding is that there is a significant strong correlation between FVR and CN_C (Pearson r = 0.603, p=0), which makes sense as the FVR measure subsumes complex nominals.

Table 7
Correlations of MLS, FVR, DC_T, CN_C

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Measures</th>
<th>MLS</th>
<th>FVR</th>
<th>DC_T</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>FVR</td>
<td>Pearson Correlation .398**</td>
<td>.002</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Sig. (2-tailed)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DC_T</td>
<td>Pearson Correlation .569**</td>
<td>- .229</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Sig. (2-tailed)</td>
<td>.000</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>.079</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CN_C</td>
<td>Pearson Correlation .281*</td>
<td>.603**</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Sig. (2-tailed)</td>
<td>.029</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>.000</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>.002</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**. Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed).
*. Correlation is significant at the 0.05 level (2-tailed).
Finally, to test the differences of the four measures of syntactic complexity during the three different stages of life, a one-way MANOVA (SPSS 26) was run. The statistical result reveals the Wilks’ $\lambda$ of 0.865 and significance value of 0.431, suggesting that there are no significant differences between MLS, FVR, DC_T and CN_C when the three different stages of life (early, middle and late adulthood) are compared. Table 8 provides information about the mean scores of the syntactic measures in three different stages.

Table 8
Mean Scores of MLS, FVR, DC_T an CN_C in Three Stages of Adulthood

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Mean score</th>
<th>Early adulthood (Text 1-16)</th>
<th>Middle adulthood (Text 17-40)</th>
<th>Late adulthood (Text 41-60)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>MLS</td>
<td>27.95</td>
<td>26.99</td>
<td>24.35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FVR</td>
<td>12.46</td>
<td>11.87</td>
<td>11.39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DC_T</td>
<td>1.06</td>
<td>1.09</td>
<td>0.96</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CN_C</td>
<td>1.96</td>
<td>1.74</td>
<td>1.63</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In order to discover how the lexical and syntactic measures interact over time, several Pearson correlation tests are run. (See Appendix C for detail). Results show that MLS, the general index for syntactic complexity does not have any significant relationships with the variables of lexical complexity. Furthermore, Guiraud is not significantly correlated with any syntactic complexity measure. However, lexical density, the general index for lexical complexity, is found to have significant moderate interactions with FVR (Pearson $r=0.277$, $p=0.032$) and CN_C (Pearson $r=0.413$, $p=0.001$) respectively. Therefore, it can be concluded that the uses of more lexical words in a sample can be attributable to the uses of complex nominals with greater length and the uses of more non-finite constructions. Another interesting interaction is between CN_C and AWL (Pearson $r=0.262$, $p=0.043$), suggesting that when the subject uses more complex nominal constructions per clause, she tends to use more sophisticated words.

Hidden Markov Modelling Output

In this study, we obtained seven measures, 3 for lexical complexity and 4 for syntactic complexity. According to the Pearson correlation tests presented above, Guiraud, AWL and lexical density are independent of one another. In contrast, CN_C and FVR show a supportive relationship and the former is also included in the latter. Therefore, we removed CN_C from the observational parameters when we ran the HMMs. Based on the modelling outputs for separate measures of Guiraud and MLS given below (as well as the required number of texts in one state in proportion to the number of observational parameters), we predicted that the interactions of lexical complexity measures might produce 2 or 3 hidden states, the interactions for syntactic complexity might produce 2 states and the interactions of the six measures of complexity would produce 2 hidden states.

To test for the number of possible states, we first conducted the modelling separately for Guiraud, representative of the lexical system and MLS, representative of the syntactic system, with two different assumptions on the number of state occurrences: 2 and 3. With the 2-state assumption, HMM detected Text 40 as the change point for Guiraud. With the 3-state assumption, the HMM output was that the transition of Guiraud from State 1 to State 2 took
place at Text 17 and from State 2 to State 3 at Text 40. Not surprisingly, this modelling output is similar to our observations from Figure 3 where Text 18 and Text 42 were seen as transitional moments. Moreover, these modelling outputs showed a balanced distribution of texts among the two or three developmental states. Turning to the modelling of MLS, with the 3-state assumption, the model detected Text 6 and Text 7 as the two change points, suggesting that State 2 was composed of only 1 text, which does not show an equal distribution of texts among the states. With the two-state assumption, the phase shift was found to occur at Text 37 for the 2-state assumption. This is in line with our earlier observation that around Texts 35-37, new peaks occur, signaling a new stage of development.

When the six measures were put together for the configuration in HMM, the exact point of the phase shift was also determined at datapoint 37 as illustrated in Figure 9 with the average trendlines and the dotted line representing State 1 and State 2 of the whole system. At datapoint 37, the majority of measures seem to converge. This change point coincides with the change point determined by HMM for syntactic complexity measures.

**Figure 9**

*Moving Average Trendlines and Phase Shift of Six Complexity Measures*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>State 1</td>
<td><em>[Graph Representation]</em></td>
<td><em>[Graph Representation]</em></td>
<td><em>[Graph Representation]</em></td>
<td><em>[Graph Representation]</em></td>
<td><em>[Graph Representation]</em></td>
<td><em>[Graph Representation]</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>State 2</td>
<td><em>[Graph Representation]</em></td>
<td><em>[Graph Representation]</em></td>
<td><em>[Graph Representation]</em></td>
<td><em>[Graph Representation]</em></td>
<td><em>[Graph Representation]</em></td>
<td><em>[Graph Representation]</em></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 9 presents the mean scores and standard deviations of six complexity measures. Independent samples t-test was employed to compare the differences in the complexity measures between the two HMM’s states. It turned out that there was a significant difference in mean values of Guiraud between the 2 newly detected states (p=0.001); the other lexical measures do not show any significant differences. Also, MLS in State 2 was significantly lower than in State 1 (p=0.017). The mean scores of FVR and DC_T did not significantly differ between States 1 and 2.
Table 9

Mean of Lexical and Syntactic Complexity Measures

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>State</th>
<th>Mean</th>
<th>N_Guiraud</th>
<th>N_AWL</th>
<th>N_Lex. D</th>
<th>N_MLS</th>
<th>N_FVR</th>
<th>N_DC_T</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>State 1 (Text 1 – Text 37)</td>
<td>0.31</td>
<td>0.51</td>
<td>0.52</td>
<td>0.32</td>
<td>0.44</td>
<td>0.49</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>State 2 (Text 38 – Text 60)</td>
<td>0.51</td>
<td>0.41</td>
<td>0.51</td>
<td>0.21</td>
<td>0.35</td>
<td>0.42</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Difference (State 2-State 1)</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>-0.1</td>
<td>-0.01</td>
<td>-0.11</td>
<td>-0.09</td>
<td>-0.07</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Discussion

In this paper, we traced the complexity development in 60 texts written by DLF over 50 years to see if there are clear stages in adulthood as ascertained by Levinson (1978). The first text was written when she was 27 and the last when she was 76. Unfortunately, we missed the first 10 years of the early adult stage, probably a time at which she developed her academic writing style the most, so we speculated that this stage would not be clearly visible in our data and thus we might only see two clear stages, if there were any. We carefully selected 200-word samples and coded them for lexical complexity (diversity, sophistication and density) and for syntactic complexity (mean length of sentence, finite verb token ratio, complex nominals per clause, and dependent clauses per T-unit).

We traced these variables over time using traditional CDST techniques and statistics and analyzed them according to the three assumed stages of adulthood. Then we fed the data into an HMM model to see if it could detect meaningful transition phases and compared outcomes of the stages. The overall research question is if meaningful developmental states can be identified in adulthood. We will first summarize the findings according to our research questions before commenting on them and relating them to the literature and discussing the implications.

**RQ1: Are there changes in the lexical and syntactic complexity measures over time?**
Over time, there are no significant changes in six of the seven complexity measures. The only significant change is found in lexical diversity as calculated with Guiraud on content words.

**RQ2: Are there significant peaks in lexical and syntactic complexity measures over time?**
Over time, each of the measures fluctuates (waxes and wanes), some with seemingly high peaks and valleys; however, when tested in Monte Carlo simulations, none were found to be significant.

**RQ3: Are there significant changes in lexical and syntactic complexity measures between the assumed three stages of adulthood (early, mid and late)?**
DLF used significantly more different types of words in her late adulthood than in her early and middle adulthood. There were no differences in any of the syntactic measures.
RQ4: Are there any significant correlations between lexical and syntactic complexity measures over time?
As far as lexical measures are concerned, the Guiraud does not interact with the other two measures across the three stages as it increases over time. As far as syntactic measures are concerned, there are more interactions as they clearly overlap and are interdependent. MLS has a moderate, supportive relationship with DC_T, CN_C and FVR, which means that the number of dependent clauses, the number of complex noun phrases and the measure of overall sentence complexity all contribute to average sentence length. Another expected significant relationship is observed for DC_T and CN_C, which entails that when the subject uses more finite dependent clauses, she tends to use fewer complex noun phrases. Finally, there is a significant strong correlation between FVR and CN_C, which makes sense as the FVR measure subsumes complex nominals.

However, lexical density, the general index for lexical complexity, is found to have significant moderate interactions with FVR and CN_C. Therefore, the use of more lexical words in a sample can be related to the uses of complex nominals with greater length and the uses of more non-finite constructions. Another interesting interaction is between CN_C and AWL, suggesting that when the subject uses more nominal constructions, she tends to use more sophisticated words.

RQ5: What developmental states are identified by HMM modeling?
When running an HMM, the number of states one wants to find needs to be indicated by the researcher. To discover what the best number of states was (2, 3 or 4), we tested different variables in different combinations over time. For the lexical measures, there were clearly 2 states (as the hypothesized 2nd state only covered four texts). For the syntax, there were also clearly 2 states. Thus, we indicated two states for the whole model. When the six measures were put together for the configuration in HMM, the exact point of the phase shift was determined at datapoint 37, when DLF was 63 years old.

RQ6: Are there differences in the measures between HMM’s states?
When comparing the complexity measures from State 1 to State 2, we found two significant differences, with the Guiraud increasing significantly and MLS decreasing significantly.

To answer our overall research question, our data definitely rejects Labov’s (2001) assumption that language stabilizes in adulthood. In contrast, we should conclude that in our data there are clear stages in adulthood, not exactly as hypothesized by Levinson (1978) with a distinction between early, mid and late adulthood but between mid and late adulthood at age 63 as hypothesized. As mentioned earlier, not finding a shift between early and middle adulthood could very much have been due to the fact that our data set was lacking texts between the age of 17 and 27. We must also confirm that the language of those in late adulthood changes from middle adulthood (Cheshire, 2005), but only in the case of MLS, which is a very broad measure of sentence complexity and includes finite dependent clauses, which contain more words and actually make a sentence less complex. Our data is not in line with earlier findings concerning the lexicon (Kemper et al., 2001) with a growth in vocabulary throughout middle adulthood and a decline in late adulthood (cf. Botwinick & Siegler, 1980; Zelinski & Burnight, 1997) nor with Bowles et al. (2005) who suggest that the optimal level of basic vocabulary is
attained at around the age of 30. But in line with CDST thought, learning is iterative and “may lead to an accumulation of vocabulary because people are continuously exposed to language through education, incremental reading or life experience” (Kavé, 2022, p. 2) and “a speaker’s lexical diversity is conditioned on the properties of his or her interlocutor, but age and higher levels of education predict increased lexical diversity for individual speakers” (Meylan & Gahl, 2014, p. 1010), which seems to be the case with DLF.

The findings are also in line with Nevid and Rathus (2005) and de Bot (2007), who predicted that major life events may contribute to change. Age 63 was around DLF’s partial retirement from teaching, but not from publishing. Considering her publication record, she published as much if not more after age 63, and one might consider the fact that more time may result in time spent on refining her writing. It seems that DLF started avoiding overly long sentences but used a more diversified vocabulary instead, so rather than calling the shift a decline in language skills, the shift is more in style to a more readable and sophisticated one.

As far as research findings are concerned, the detailed tracing of the different complexity measures over time confirms general CDST assumptions. There was fluctuation even in the L1 of an adult, with strong waxing and waning of patterns in all the variables examined. Still, no developmental peaks were found in any of these measures as they were found in advanced L2 writers (cf. Penris & Verspoor, 2017). However, this is not surprising as the first text we measured was right after her graduate schooling in which she probably had developed in her academic writing style early on before she finished her dissertation.

As far as the interaction of the measures is concerned, it was interesting to see that the three lexical measures (density, sophistication and diversity) are quite independent from each other and clearly measure different aspects of lexical development. On the other hand, the syntactic measures overlap to a degree and are more interdependent, but they can clearly reveal the manner in which the language becomes more or less complex.

Finally, when we compare our more typical CDST methods with HMM, we must say they both have their advantages. The typical CDST methods with their clear visualizations can show how different variables develop and interact over time, in what manner sentences become more complex and indicate where approximately possible phase transitions occur, but the HMM is useful in showing empirically when a phase shift emerges, especially in the case of a group of variables. The disadvantage of an HMM is that quite a few datapoints are needed over time, in our case 60.

The limitations of this study are clear. One limitation is the fact that 200-word samples may not reflect the text as a whole, although we did take them from similar parts of the texts (introduction and literature review). Another limitation is that we conducted an individual case study, and we cannot generalize beyond the individual. Repeating this analysis with a few additional L1 scholars would be helpful in detecting any common developmental patterns that might exist. Still, we feel that we did adduce evidence from this case study.

Conclusion
Several conclusions can be drawn from the study. First of all, our findings support Baltes et al. (1980) on lifespan development: developmental processes are non-linear but multi-dimensional and multi-directional. We have found that language development is not characterized by a series of discrete stages, but rather the ebbing and flowing of patterns. Also,
we have adduced evidence that developmental decline is not inevitable, as the increase in lexical diversity in this writer demonstrates. Actually, even though there was statistical evidence for phases in the development of her writing, we might infer that DLF’s academic language use did not decline in complexity but was relatively stable in that respect. However, the stability was the product of fluctuating variables. As Prigogine (1978) demonstrated, order appears through fluctuations.
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Appendix B

Comparisons between Book Chapters and Journals

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Measures</th>
<th>p-value</th>
<th>Mean score difference</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Lexical sophistication (AWL)</td>
<td>0.611 (&gt;0.05)</td>
<td>-0.512</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lexical density (D)</td>
<td>0.462 (&gt;0.05)</td>
<td>0.740</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lexical diversity (Guiraud)</td>
<td>0.168 (&gt;0.05)</td>
<td>1.397</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean length of sentence (MLS)</td>
<td>0.372 (&gt;0.05)</td>
<td>-0.900</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sentence sophistication (FVR)</td>
<td>0.190 (&gt;0.05)</td>
<td>-1.325</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dependent clauses per T_unit (DC_T)</td>
<td>0.932 (&gt;0.05)</td>
<td>0.085</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Complex nominals per clause (CN_C)</td>
<td>0.804 (&gt;0.05)</td>
<td>-0.249</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### APPENDIX C

*Pearson R Correlations for Complexity Variables*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>MLS</th>
<th>FVR</th>
<th>DC_T</th>
<th>CN_C</th>
<th>GUIRAUD</th>
<th>AWL</th>
<th>DENSITY</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Correlation</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Sig. (2-tailed)</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Correlation</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Sig. (2-tailed)</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MLS</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FVR</td>
<td></td>
<td>.398**</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>.002</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DC_T</td>
<td></td>
<td>.569**</td>
<td>-.229</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>.079</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CN_C</td>
<td></td>
<td>.281*</td>
<td>.603**</td>
<td>-.393**</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GUIRAUD</td>
<td></td>
<td>-.056</td>
<td>.101</td>
<td>-.113</td>
<td>.074</td>
<td>.002</td>
<td>.576</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AWL</td>
<td></td>
<td>.069</td>
<td>.113</td>
<td>.027</td>
<td>.262*</td>
<td>.063</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DENSITY</td>
<td></td>
<td>-.038</td>
<td>.277*</td>
<td>-.228</td>
<td>.413**</td>
<td>.015</td>
<td>.197</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**. Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed).**

*. Correlation is significant at the 0.05 level (2-tailed).